Case Study

Hertz centralizes billing process across Europe
with an Order2Cash e-Invoicing solution
Hertz, one of the world’s biggest car rental companies, is renowned for its highest quality, customer focused
service organization. The company’s commitment to customer satisfaction serves as a driving force for the entire
organization, including influencing decisions that affect their own internal business processes. Hertz was looking
for an effective e-Invoicing solution to modernize its existing billing and invoicing processes across Europe. Working
with Order2Cash, the company was able to realize a significant cost saving of over 25% in the first year alone.
Introduction
As part of its European corporate structure, the Hertz Europe Service Centre in Dublin, Ireland
oversees the operations of all Hertz offices in 9 countries across the continent.
Maintaining and efficiently organizing the operations of an organization on this scale presents
a number of challenges to the service centre. Modernizing its billing and invoicing processes
was one such challenge. “Making the shift from print to electronic invoicing has been a key
consideration of ours for some time,” says Mr. Carsten Muessig, Senior Project Leader I2C
(Invoice to Cash) at Hertz.
“Of course, the significant cost reductions involved with sending e-Invoices as opposed
to paper ones was an obvious factor but also we wished to greatly enhance our customer
service levels and experience. It was clear to us from the outset that e-Invoicing could provide
a range of benefits both to the company and our customers.”

Project Overview
After an extensive supplier search, Order2Cash was selected as the provider of choice, not only
for its proven ability to deliver cutting-edge technological solutions that address the needs
of large scale corporate companies but also because of its close connection and partnership
with Canon, whom Hertz use for print document outsourcing.
“Although our ERP system can generate the invoice data, it was clear to us that we did not
want the expense of having to develop and build an online portal to manage the distribution
and presentment of invoices in-house.” says Mr. Muessig. “For organizations like ourselves,
projects of this kind need to move fast and the scope of functionality required, coupled with
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the necessary maintenance and constant updating of such a platform, meant that it was
much more beneficial for us to outsource the entire process. Order2Cash’s relationship with
Canon made them a logical choice for us to partner with.”
Order2Cash has created a central web portal for all Hertz offices/teams across Europe. The
portal makes it possible for each Hertz team member to login and handle their client invoicing
procedures in an efficient and rapid manner. Customer profiles can be created swiftly, with
just a few clicks, to ensure that individual preferences can be met. These include methods
of delivery and format, making it easy to determine which customers receive e-Invoices and
which still require printed documentation. “The Hertz invoice portal that Order2Cash has built
for us is very intuitive,” says Mr. Muessig. “We have never had any issues or negative feedback
from customers regarding its functionality. If a client is familiar with a web e-Mail service, or
internet banking, then they can easily get to grips with the Hertz portal.”

Reasons for selecting Order2Cash

•Powerful SaaS solution
•Customizable white-label solution
•Global multi-lingual solution
•Seamless SAP ERP integration
•Scales easily to add new businesses
•Multi-currency invoicing
•Digital signing and archiving
•Ensured local VAT compliance

Project Rollout
The project was kicked off in mid-2012 and it was decided that implementing a phased
approach, onboarding one country at a time, would make most sense. “Phasing the project
as we did allowed us to draw up specific parameters and agreements with each country.
This ensured that we could deliver on all their requests, which were very different from one
country to another” adds Mr. Muessig.
The UK was onboarded first, going live in January 2013. Over time, the Hertz portal has
expanded to currently include the Benelux region, Spain, France and Germany. “As well as the
locations, we’ve also been able to add additional functionality to the portal as the project has
continued. When we began, we were simply replacing print invoices with PDFs but now we’re
including different delivery formats like XML, CSV and Excel, particularly for clients that are
invoiced on a monthly basis. We also have the option to send invoices via a number of delivery
channels and invoice networks like Tungsten and Basware. In addition, we are sending other
document types via the portal, including travel agency commission statements, so its value
continues to grow.”

Customer Results

Results
“The adoption rate of clients accepting e-Invoicing does vary from country to country,” says
Mr. Muessig. “Currently we see around 34% of all customers receiving e-Invoices in France and
55% in the Benelux region. You can compare that to the UK, where over 80% of all customers
are now receiving them. One of the great benefits of the portal is being able to quickly update
and manage the individual requirements in a quick and straightforward manner.” The Hertz
invoice portal now handles millions of invoices per year, providing data and insight into Hertz’s
entire billing process, with records stored for all invoices, both print and electronic.

Working with Order2Cash
“Working with Order2Cash and building the central invoice portal has resulted in a range
of benefits for our company,” says Mr. Muessig. “In the first year we were able to realise a
significant cost saving of 25%, but more than that, we have been able to greatly improve the
customer experience for many of our clients. Our billing process is much swifter and more
comprehensive than it used to be. We can offer more options to customers and give them a
greater choice in how they wish to conduct business with us. It really has made a difference
to our company and how it is perceived within the market.”
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